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Gamma Stirling Engine Plans
Rob over at MachinistBlog.com has been in contact with Dutchman Jeroen Jonkman, who has
generously agreed to make the plans for his Stirling '60' gamma-configuration Stirling-cycle engine
freely available for download there.
Free Download: Gamma Stirling Engine Plans | Make:
The most amazing and innovative of the Low Temperature (heat-of-your-hand) Gamma type
engines are those made by Kontax Stirling Engines in the Thames Valley, England. Their website
indicates that they produce around twelve low temperature engines, including the unique KS90R
Black Ross Yoke LTD engine shown, a twin engine design KS90T Polished Twin LTD, and other
uniquely innovative engines.
Gamma Type Stirling Engines (updated 12/26/2011)
How to make DIY Stirling engines plans, heat engine cycle basics and many homemade examples.
This information is here to help you make better decisions when choosing your DIY Stirling engine
project. Also, to help you understand the different types of Stirling engines and how they work.
How make your own Stirling Engines, plans & kits • Diy ...
Stirling engine Gamma model. This engine is a compromise between the alpha engine and the beta
engine. In a cylinder the displacer assumes its function. In the other cylinder, the operating piston
controls the variations of the global volume and recovers energy.
Gamma model Stirling engine
Plans of the model Stirling engine Follows are the plans of the model Stirling engine, which were
delivered to the students. Assembly drawing of the model Stirling engine (1) Assembly drawing of
the model Stirling engine (2) Suggestions to Assemble the model Stirling engine Return to Stirling
Engiene Home Page Academic Edition
Plans of the model Stirling engine - ProjectsPlans.com
An animation a Gamma Stirling Engine and how it works. Unlike the Beta Stirling engine an alpha
stirling engine has a separate cylinder for the displacer and power pistons. As you can see from the
...
Gamma Stirling Engine Animation & How it Works
Design of a Stirling Engine for Electricity Generation A Major Qualifying Project Submitted to the
faculty of WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science by: Hongling Chen Shawn Czerniak Enrique De La Cruz William
Frankian Gary Jackson Alula Shiferaw Evan Stewart Approved:
Design of a Stirling Engine for Electricity Generation
Stirlingengine FortheadiabaticStirlingcycle,seeStirlingcycle. AStirling engine
isaheatenginethatoperatesby AlphatypeStirlingengine.Therearetwocylinders.Theexpan- ... The
Stirling engine (or Stirling’s air engine as it was knownatthetime)wasinventedandpatentedbyRobert
Stirlingin1816.[10]
Stirlingengine - IFISC
The mechanical configurations of Stirling engines are generally divided into three groups known as
the Alpha, Beta, and Gamma arrangements. Alpha engines have two pistons in separate cylinders
which are connected in series by a heater, regenerator and cooler. Both Beta and Gamma engines
use ...
Stirling Engine Configurations - updated 3/30/2013
The Stirling engine (or Stirling's air engine as it was known at the time) was invented and patented
in 1816. It followed earlier attempts at making an air engine but was probably the first put to
practical use when, in 1818, an engine built by Stirling was employed pumping water in a quarry.
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Stirling engine - Wikipedia
SESUSA - The Stirling Engines Society of the USA. The modern Stirling Engine is a clean and
efficient engine.This is because the heat driving the pistons is supplied from outside the engine and
transferred through heat exchangers to the piston volumes. Thus the creation of pollutants such as
NOx can be avoided.
Stirling Engine Society USA
called the power piston. The last basic type is called the Gamma engine. This engine is almost
identical to the Beta style but uses two separate cylinders for each piston. There are plenty of other
variations on these basic types but most of the Stirling engine designs all derive from one
Design and Analysis of Stirling Engines
In this study, a gamma type Stirling engine with 276 cc swept volume was designed and
manufactured. The engine was tested with air and helium by using an electrical furnace as heat
source. Working characteristics of the engine were obtained within the range of heat source
temperature 700–1000 °C and range of charge pressure 1–4.5 bar.
Manufacturing and testing of a gamma type Stirling engine ...
Low Temperature Differential Stirling Engine. All Stirling engines require that a temperature
differential be maintained between the “hot” and “cold” parts of the engine. In the 1980s,
Professors Ivo Kolin and James Senft developed a series of engines exploring the minimum
temperature differential that could be made to work.
Animated Engines - Low Differential Stirling
The plans detail a large gamma engine with 3 inch stroke and 2.5 inch bore power piston and 3 inch
bore displacer piston. The displacer cylinder is a steel pipe, and uses external threads instead of
fins or a water jacket for heat exchange. ... Return to “Stirling and "Hot Air" Engine Forum” ...
VERY old plans for large, high torque engine ...
My first stirling engine, gamma type. Displacer cylinder made of beer cans. Displacer piston is made
of steel wool, tightly packed. Power cylinder made of aluminum mop handle. Power piston made of
...
Beer Can Stirling engine
The "core" of a gamma stirling engine of this design is a large cylinder that holds the displacer,
connected to a smaller power cylinder providing the power strokes. I decided to follow Darryl Boyd's
"walking beam" design, where the power cylinder sticks out of the side of the dis ...
Tin Can Stirling Engine: 10 Steps (with Pictures)
Jeroen Jonkman built this Gamma type Stirling engine for his father's 60th birthday. He also drew a
nice set of plans for it and is very generously sharing them
Free Plans: Jeroen Jonkman's "Stirling 60" | MachinistBlog.com
Building a Stirling Engine: A STEM Education Program Humanitarian Engineering 5050 The Ohio
State University ... Stirling engine but have probably never tried to teach it to a group of high school
seniors or juniors ... types of Stirling engines (alpha, beta, and gamma), each with their own
advantages and disadvantages. ...
Building a Stirling Engine: A STEM Education Program
Characteristics of the Gamma Stirling Engine The Gamma Stirling engine is similar to the Beta it
that it utilizes the same type of moving parts. It has one major difference. The Gamma power piston
does not share a common cylinder with the displacer. Its design employs two distinct cylinders, a
feature evident in Figure 3.
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